
                         ENGLISH QUESTION PAPER PATTERN FOR ALL EXAMS  

                                                          & 

                   SAMPLE PAPER FOR FIRST MIDTERM EXAMINATION 

 

                           THE INDIAN COMMUNITY SCHOOL, KUWAIT 

                                           ENGLISH-CLASS 8 QUESTION PAPER PATTERN 

PORTION FOR FIRST MID-TERM EXAM MARKS 

SECTION A READING 

Comprehension Passage(1) 
10 Marks 

Poem(1) 

SECTION B 

WRITING 

Notice   
8 Marks 

Bio-sketch /Informal Letter 

GRAMMAR 

Workbook Unit 1 (Sec- A,B,C) 

 7 Marks 

MCB Unit 1 (Sec- A,B,C) 

SECTION C LITERATURE 

Unit 1- Jenny  

15 Marks 

Unit 2- I vow to thee my country (poem) 

Unit 3-The Man Who Knew too Much 

Unit 5 -  Lochinvar 

  TOTAL 40 MARKS 

    

    

    

    



PORTION FOR SECOND MID-TERM EXAM MARKS 

SECTION A READING 

Comprehension Passage(1) 

 10  Marks 

Poem(1) 

SECTION B 

WRITING 

Report writing 

   8Marks 

 Article 

GRAMMAR 

Workbook- Unit 4- (Sec- A,B,C) 

 MCB - Unit 4- (Sec- A,B,C) 

 

7 Marks 

SECTION C LITERATURE 

Unit 7-  A case of suspicion  

 15 Marks 
Unit 6- Lord Ullin’s Daughter (poem) 

Unit 8- Wedding  In Russia, 

Unit 11 - Border Guards 

  TOTAL 40 Marks 

    

    

                          Topic wise weightage for First Terminal Examination - 80 marks 

Periodic test-10 marks (40/4) 

Notebook submission- 5 marks 

Subject Enrichment Activity - 5 Marks 

    

PORTION FOR FIRST TERMINAL EXAMINATION MARKS 



SECTION A READING 

Comprehension Passage(2) 

20 Marks 

Poem(1) 

SECTION B 

WRITING 

Bio-sketch 

 

20 Marks 

Informal Letter 

Notice ,Diary 

Formal Letter (Letter to the Editor, Complaints) 

GRAMMAR 

Workbook Unit 1 (Sec- A,B,C) 

Unit 2- (Sec-A,B,C) 

Unit 3-(Sec-A,B) 

10 Marks 
MCB Unit 1 (Sec- A,B,C) 

Unit 2- (Sec-A,B,C) 

Unit 3-(Sec-A,B) 

SECTION C LITERATURE 

Unit 1- Jenny 

30 Marks 

Unit 2- The Man Who Knew Too Much  

Unit 3-I Vow To Thee My Country (Poem) 

Unit 4- Big Brother 

Unit 5- Lochinvar  (poem) 

Unit 9- In The Bazaars of Hyderabad 

Unit 10-My Fair Lady 

  TOTAL 80 MARKS 

    

PORTION FOR SECOND TERMINAL EXAMINATION MARKS 

SECTION A READING 

Comprehension Passage(2)  20 Marks 

     Poem(1) 



SECTION B WRITING 

Story Writing 

20 Marks 

 

Article Writing 

 Bio-sketch 

Report Writing 

Formal Letter 

Speech 

 GRAMMAR 

Workbook- Unit 3- (Sec- C) 

Unit-4(Sec-A,B,C) 

Unit 5- (Sec- A,B,C) 7Marks 

 

  

MCB - Unit 3- (Sec- C) 

Unit-4(Sec-A,B,C) 

Unit 5- (Sec- A,B,C) 

SECTION C LITERATURE 

Unit 7- A Case  of Suspicion 

Unit 8 – A Wedding in Russia 

Unit 6- Lord Ullin’s Daughter 

Unit 11-Border Guards 

Unit 12- The Never Never Nest 

Unit 13- The Negro Mother                                                  

20 Marks 

  TOTAL 67 Marks 

 

 

 

 

 FROM FIRST TERM  PORTION 

GRAMMAR 

Workbook Unit 2 (Sec- A,B,C) 

MCB Unit 2 (Sec- A,B,C) 

3 Marks 

  

LITERATURE 

Unit 1- Jenny 

Unit 3-IVow To Thee My Country (Poem) 

Unit 5- Big Brother 

 10Marks 



  GRAND TOTAL 80 MARKS 

 

PATTERN OF QUESTION PAPER FOR TERMINAL EXAMINATIONS 

  SL NO                                          TOPICS             MARKS 

1 SECTION- A –READING  

20 

2 SECTION- B- WRITING AND GRAMMAR  

30 (20+10) 

3 SECTION- C- LITERATURE  

30 

4 TOTAL  

80 

SECTION- A –READING- 20 MARKS (TWO PASSAGES AND ONE POEM) 

Q1.a) Reading Comprehension (Passage) - very short answers, one word or short phrase. (8marks)   No  

Q1.b) Reading Comprehension (Passage) - very short answers, one word or short phrase. (6marks) MCQs 

Q2. Literary Poem- very short answers, one word or short phrase. (6marks)                                    

SECTION- B- WRITING-20 MARKS + GRAMMAR-10 MARKS=30 MARKS 

(AS PER THE DIVIDED SYLLABUS) 

Q3.a) Short Writing Assignment- (Notice, Bio-Sketch, Diary Entry ,etc.) (4 marks) 

Q3. b) Writing Assignment- (Article, Report Writing etc.) (5 marks) 

Q4.a) Writing Assignment- (Email writing, Speech etc.) (5 marks) 

Q4. b) Writing Assignment- (formal/informal letter, Story) (6 marks) 

Q5. a)  Fill in the blanks. (3 marks)- [6 x ½ =3]  

Q5. b) Fill in the blanks. (3 marks)- [6 x ½ =3]  



Q6. Conversion of sentences. (Active- passive voice/ Reported Speech etc.) (2 marks) [1 x 2=2] 

Q7. Fill in the blanks. (2 marks) [1 x 2=2] 

SECTION- C- LITERATURE-30 MARKS 

(AS PER THE DIVIDED SYLLABUS) 

Q8. a) Extract from poem/ play/ prose (1 x 4 = 4 marks) [vocabulary should be included] 

Q8. b) Extract from poem/ play/ prose (1 x 3 = 3 marks) 

Q9. a) Very Short answer type question from the literature reader. (1 x 3 = 3marks) 

Q9. b) Short answer type question from the literature reader. (2 x 5 =10 marks) 

Q10. Value Based Question selected from any of the chapters in the Literature Reader. (5 marks) 

Q11. One Character Sketch based on literature lessons. (5 marks) 

 PATTERN OF QUESTION PAPER FOR PERIODIC TESTS 

  SL NO                                          TOPICS             MARKS 

1 SECTION- A –READING  

10 

2 SECTION- B- WRITING AND GRAMMAR  

15 (8+7) 

3 SECTION- C- LITERATURE  

15 

4 TOTAL  

40 

SECTION- A –READING- 10 MARKS (ONE PASSAGE AND ONE POEM) 

Q1. Reading Comprehension (Passage) - very short answers, one word or short phrase. (5 marks) No 

Q2. Literary Poem- very short answers, one word or short phrase. (5 marks)                                   MCQs 

SECTION- B- WRITING-8 MARKS + GRAMMAR-7 MARKS=15 MARKS 



(AS PER THE DIVIDED SYLLABUS) 

Q3. Short Writing Assignment- (notice, Bio-sketch, Diary, Email writing etc.)  (3 marks) 

Q4. Writing Assignment- (Newspaper Report, article, story, Speech, formal/informal letter etc.) (5 marks)  

Q5. Fill in the blanks. (3 marks)- [6 x ½ =3]  

Q6. Conversion of sentences. (Active- passive voice/ Reported Speech etc.) (2 marks) [1 x 2=2] 

Q7. Fill in the blanks. (2 marks) [1 x 2=2] 

SECTION- C- LITERATURE-15 MARKS 

Q8. Extract from poem/ play/ prose (1 x 2=2 marks) [vocabulary should be included] 

Q9. Short answer type question from the literature reader. (2 x 3 = 6 marks) 

Q10. Value Based Question selected from any of the chapters in the Literature Reader. (4 marks) 

Q11. One Character Sketch based on literature lessons. (3 marks) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            THE INDIAN COMMUNITY SCHOOL, KUWAIT 

SAMPLE PAPER FOR FIRST MID-TERM  EXAMINATION 

ENGLISH -- VIII   

Time  :2Hours                                                                          M.Marks:40 

SECTION A  READING  (10 M ARKS) 

Q1  Read the passage given below and complete the sentences that follow by choosing 

answers from given options.    ( 5 ) 

                                             TV AND OBESITY  
US nutrition experts have come to the conclusion that watching too much TV was one of the 

main reasons why children in USA were overweight.  

Wilhelm Dietz, a nutrition scientist at the National Centre for the Prevention of chronic diseases 

in Atlanta, Georgia, said that tests carried out at several schools in Massachusetts and at a clinic 

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania had shown clearly that children soon shed their excess pounds when 

they stopped spending so much time in front of the TV set.  

The tests involved studying the eating and TV-watching habits of 1,295 schoolchildren in the 

sixth and seventh grades.  

It was found that overweight children who reduced the time they spent watching TV by 20 hours 

per week, lost up to 20 per cent o their body weight in four months, and were able to maintain 

their new slimmer outline.  

By comparison, another group of children who simply did more physical exercise during the 

same period lost only 13 per cent of their weight and after a degree of initial success, quickly put 

it back on again.  

Presenting the results of the studies in New York, Wilhelm Dietz said that parents tended to 

underestimate the amount of time their children spent motionless in front of television sets, in 

many cases, they did not even know that their children were sitting chained to a TV programme 

at kindergarten or a friend’s house, for example. Pediatricians recommend that children should 

not watch TV for more than one to two hours per day. “The more TV they watch, the more they 

tend to eat the things that are advertised on TV,” said Dietz. Unfortunately, it usually meant 

high-fat snacks, potato crisps or chocolate. “The more TV children watch, the more lethargic 

they are,” said Dietz. He recommends that parents implement a kind of bonus strategy to 

encourage their children to adopt better habits, such as allowing them half an hour of TV for 

every hour they spend playing outdoors. And, said Dietz, on no account should they have a 

television set in their bedrooms.  

a) Excess TV viewing by children results in --------------------- 

b) According to pediatricians children should watch TV for ----------------------------- 

c)  The National Centre for the presentation of chronic Diseases in Atlanta studied the 

eating and TV-watching habits of --------------------------------------------------- 

d) The more TV the children watch -------------------------------- 

e)  The word lethargic means ---------------------- 

  



  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Q2.  Read the poem given below carefully : (5Marks) 

                         THE NIGHT 

The Sun descending in the west, 

The evening star does shine 

“The birds are silent in their nest, 

The Moon, like a flower, 

In heaven’s high bower, 

With silent delight  

Sits and smiles on the night. 

Farewell, green fields and happy groves, 

Where lambs have nibbled, silent moves 

The feet of angels bright ; 

Unseen they pour blessing, 

And joy without ceasing, 

On each bud and blossom, 

And each sleeping bosom. 

“They look in every thoughtless nest, 

Where birds are covered with warm ; 

They visit caves of every beast, 

To keep them all from harm.” 

If they see any weeping 

That should have been sleeping 

They pour sleep on their head, 

And sit down by their bed.                           William Blake 

 Fill in the summary using one word only. ( 1 x5= 5 marks) 

This poem conveys a beautiful impression of peace and quietness that falls over  the landscape at 

(a)______________ . At this time there is (b)______________ everywhere. The poet compares 

the moon to a ( c)___________ . It appears to be silently sitting and (d)_________   during the 

night. The poem conveys the feeling of trust in (e)  ----------------- 

 

               

SECTION B  WRITING  (15  MARKS) 

 
Q3. Pratibha is the head girl of D.A.V School, Kolkata. On 5th September she attended a meeting 

with the Principal and other senior teachers at which it was decided that the school discipline & 

cleanliness need improvement. It was also decided that House captains should allocate special 

duties to prefects to ensure this.  

Write a notice for the House Captains and Vice Captains to discuss the implementation of this 

proposal using not more than 50 words. (3marks) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4.  Write a letter to your younger brother, who has got admission in a hostel emphasizing the 

importance of a good breakfast.  (5 marks) 

Hints:  

 

 

 

 

ll lead to fatigue  

 

                                                 

Q5. Fill in the blanks with  gerund or infinitive form of verbs given in the bracket. 

(2marks) 

 

1. Mary enjoys ______________ to music. (listen) 

2. I don’t mind  ____________ the washing up. (do) 

3. Irregular verbs are not easy  ____________. (remember) 

4. The doctor encouraged his patients  ____________ healthy food.  (eat) 

 

 

  Q6.   Fill in the blanks with suitable phrasal verbs. (3 marks)  

( put off, made up , set u up,  bring up ,  turn off ,  turn down , called off ) 

1. It is not easy to  ………. children nowadays. 

2. They ………….this afternoon’s meeting. 

3. She knew she was in trouble , so she……… a story. 

  Q7. The underlined words in the following passage have not been used appropriately. 

Replace them by choosing the most appropriate option from the ones given below the 

passage. (1x3= 3 Marks)  

Residents of neighbouring colonies could be seen (a) packed their valuables and moving out to 

safer areas. As an (b) emergent measure, five companies of police were posted in the adjoining 



colonies for the (c) protect of the life and property of the residents.                                                            

(a) (i) pack        (ii) packing     (iii) packet    (iv) packer  (b) (i) emergence    (ii) emergency   (iii) 

emerged    (iv) emerging  (c) (i) protection  (ii) protected    (iii) protecting    (iv) protector                  

             

 

 

                           

 

                           SECTION  C  LITERATURE  (15 M ARKS) 

Q8. Read the extract carefully and answer the following questions. 

i. “While her mother did fret , 

   and her father did fume ” 

a. Name the author and the lesson ? (1) 

b. Why did mother fret and father fume  ?(1) 

c. What was the response of the bridegroom ? (1) 

 

Q9.  Answer the following questions in two or three sentences : (6marks) 

1. What work does Jenny do while her husband is at sea? 

2. How is the sergeant described? What is the significance of his appearance and the 

ribbons? 

3. What kind of love and service a soldier show towards his country according to Sir Cecil 

Spring – Rice? 

 

Q10.  An empty vessel makes a lot of noise .Do you think this proverb is appropriate in the 

matter of Private Quelch. Finding examples from the lesson ,  write in a paragraph justifying  

your answer.(marks) 

Q11.  Sketch the character of Private Quelch. (3marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


